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Friendship Afghan 
 

Designed by Clare Sullivan 
Converted into written pattern by Daisy 

 
Video tutorial - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vrALwZx6US8 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Materials 
4mm crochet hook and 8ply or DK yarn 

OR 
Yarn of your choice and recommended hook 

Scissors & darning needle 
 

US Terms 
ch - Chain 

SC - Single Crochet 
DC - Double Crochet 
Blp’s - Back Loop’s 

BLO – Back Loop Only 
FL - Front Loop 

Sl St - Slip Stitch 
St(s) - Stitch(s) 

MC - Main Color 
CC - Contrast colors in as many colors as you 

like 
FO – Finish off 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vrALwZx6US8
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 This design can also be made into a scarf. We will begin and end each row with a length of yarn for 
fringe. 

 

 Pattern is worked all on the same side, so no turning.  
 

 Make chs in multiples of 8 + 5. What that means is you need to make a ch in sets of 8, as long and wide 
as you wish your project to be, and then add 5 ch more.  

 
With MC make a slip knot, and leave a long tail for fringe end, this will be the same length thought out the 
pattern, make your chain as wide as you want your project and add 5 more chains   
 
Row 1: SC in 2nd ch from hook, SC in each ch across. Cut your yarn and leave long tail for other end of fringe. 
FO. If you like, you can make a wider border in SC by adding more SC rows, it’s entirely up to you.  
 
Row 2: Join new CC with sl st in BLO, making sure tail is same length as your first yarn tail from beginning. Ch1, 
SC into BLO across to end of row. Cut yarn same length as below yarn tail and FO.  
 
Row 3: Join MC at beginning of row with a sl st, leaving yarn tail for fringe length as below rows. Ch1 (which 
counts as 1st SC) SC in next 3blp’s. For next St drop down to row 1, work DC into FL of SC on row 1 (directly 
below next SC in row 3). DC in FL of next 4 SC’s on row 1. *SC in next 4 BLO (of row 3), DC into the next 4 FL’s of 
row 1, SC in next 4 Blp’s on row 3* Repeat from* to end of row, ending with 4 SC sts. Cut yarn for fringe end 
and pull up to tighten off.  
 
Row 4: With MC join with sl st in Blp, leaving yarn tail for fringe, ch1, SC in Blp’s across to the end of row. Cut 
yarn leaving fringe tail and pull up and tighten off. 
 
Continue working rows 2, 3, 4 for your desired length of your project, remembering to leave tails each end for 
fringe same lengths.  
 
Your last row should end with MC. 

 

 
 


